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Seattle Children’s Hospital Study Finds Persistent Heart Abnormalities in Teens Following
Second Pfizer Shot

By Gerald Braude, April 07, 2022

A peer-reviewed, follow-up study published March 25, 2022 in the Journal of  Pediatrics
showed more than two-thirds of adolescents with COVID-19 shots related myopericarditis
had persistent heart abnormalities months after their initial diagnosis. 

For a Conference to Establish a New Security and Development Architecture for all Nations

By The Schiller Institute, April 08, 2022

Our world is under the immediate existential threat of generalized warfare and economic
destruction affecting billions of people, including the possibility of nuclear war, and thus the 
possible annihilation of the human species. It is therefore extremely urgent to establish a
new “Security and Development Architecture for All Nations,” which must take into account
the interest of every single nation on the planet.

Why Is NATO In Yugoslavia?

By Sean Gervasi, April 08, 2022

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was founded in 1949 with the stated purpose of
protecting Western Europe from possible military aggression by the Soviet Union and its
allies.
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Video: Digital Tyranny and the Rockefeller-Gates WHO “Vaxx-Certificate Passport”: Towards
a World War III Scenario

By Peter Koenig, April 08, 2022

Behind its development is the Bill  and Melinda Gates Foundation – with support of the
Rockefeller Foundation – and others belonging to the sinister all-digitization, depopulation
and eugenics agenda.

While You Were Distracted by Will Smith, the International Elitists Met at the 2022 World
Government Summit

By Derrick Broze, April 07, 2022

From March 28th to the 30th, corporate media journalists, heads of state, and CEOs of some
of the most profitable companies in the world met for discussions on shaping the direction of
the next decade and beyond. Anyone with a functioning brain should ignore the tabloids and
instead pay attention to this little known gathering of globalist Technocrats.

Google Censorship! Now Your Private Email Is Under Threat!

By William Bowles, April 07, 2022

Previously, intercepts only happened when you clicked on a link in your Browser but Google
have taken censorship onto an entirely new level. Google now intercepts your PRIVATE
EMAIL, allegedly to protect you against phishing and other online scams.

‘Russian Dancers’ Is Now ‘Ukrainian Dancers’: London’s National Gallery Changes Name of
19th Century Painting by Degas

By Paul Joseph Watson, April 07, 2022

The British National Gallery has changed the name of a 19th century painting by French
impressionist  Edgar  Degas  from  ‘Russian  Dancers’  to  ‘Ukrainian  Dancers’  due  to  the
“current situation.”

Ukraine on Fire: The Real Story. Full Documentary by Oliver Stone (Original English Version)

By Oliver Stone, April 07, 2022
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Ukraine’s 2014 Maidan Massacre helped oust President Yanukovych with Russia painted as
the perpetrator. Oliver Stone interviews Russian President Vladimir Putin, Yanukovych and
others exposing the role the U.S. played in destabilizing the region.

Hell at Abbey Gate: Chaos, Confusion and Death in the Final Days of the War in Afghanistan

By Joshua Kaplan, Joaquin Sapien, and et al., April 07, 2022

In firsthand accounts, Afghan civilians and U.S. Marines describe the desperate struggle to
flee  through  the  Kabul  airport’s  last  open  entrance.  U.S.  officials  knew  an  attack  was
coming.  Then  a  suicide  bomber  killed  and  injured  hundreds.

US-NATO Goes Global:  NATO Declares Its  Intent  to  Include All  Countries.  Conquer  and
Control the Entire World?

By Eric Zuesse, April 07, 2022

When a military alliance that is headed by the world’s most powerful country (America)
makes public  that  it  is  hostile  against  (aiming to control)  both of  the other two most
powerful countries (Russia and China), then it actually exists in order to conquer (include),
ultimately, ALL countries, and to replace the United Nations — the current authoritative
source of international law.

“All things Russian are being punished”. Fuelling the Propaganda War

By Rick Sterling, April 07, 2022

Mobilizing a population to vilify and hate a targeted enemy is a tactic that leaders have used
since before the dawn of human history, and it  is being used to demonize Russia and
Vladimir  Putin in the current conflict.  If  we want to join the march to war,  we can join the
hate fest.
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